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In welcoming the addition of a new moderate aperture telescope to the 
fraternity of telescopes actively engaged in astronomical research. I would make 
a fervent plea. to those associated with it in its operation and use, to give much 
thought to the possibility of using the telescope with optimum efficiency by hav
i og associated accessories operative on it that would yield a maximum of informa
tion. Logically speaking. one", ould assume that thi:; wo~ld be the natural course 
adopted by every telescope user. Howe\er. this is seldom done and I would, there
for!!. urge that as much or even greater attention be paid to the instrumentation 
attached to the fo::us of a telescope. than ",hat h:ts alr~ady gone into the telescope 
design and acquisilio:1. 

A moderate aperture telescope is the one that is hit most by lack of such a 
I:onsideratioll. Financial re~ources form the principal limiting criterion and an 
o~s:!rvatory inevitably attempts to obtain the maximum light gathering facility 
within the specified cost ceiling. The follow-through with instrumentation and 
techniques. once the light is brought to a focus, is usually lacking, with the result 
th:lt very often telescopes that ate not within the largest dozen in the world, ope
rate with lesser capability than what current technology permits consistent with 
their l\perture. The danger is greater in a country like ours with a developing 
ecollomy, and only a greater vigil, than what is necessary elsewhere, CJn steer it 
off. 

The largest telescope we have in the world, the Hale telescope, has a diame
ter four times that of the one being dedicated today. In other words the Ranga
pur telescope should normally be able to perform !>imilar to the 200-inch, but to 
a limiting magnitude three magnitudes brighter than that of the larger instrument. 
A substantial amount of astronomicli endeavour is, therefore, within its grasp, 
if its users bestow the ~ame care and attentio:l on accessory instrumentation as 
has been done at Palomlr. It is also possiblt; tl1:11 the smaUer image scale can 
.:ven be an advantage and decrease the thrte Ol'lgnitude difference in favour 
of the smaller instrument. 
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A few instances that I give below will illustrate my point. In the field of 
photoelectric photometry, which I hope will be one of the profitabl~ av~nues of 
work you will adopt at this observatory, one finds almost all work In wJde band 
photometry, fainter than the fifteenth magnitude, relegated to the large-aperture 
telescopes.· If the faintest star that is measured pho.toelectrically at the 200-inch 
prime focus is 24.0, the Rangapur telescope equivalent performance should be 
21.0. A fantastic amount of progress can be achieved in astronomy if we could 
foster more activity until the 21st magnitude with the aid of the smaller telescopes 
and leave the fainter domains to the apertUle sizes really ne~d~d to tackle them. 
Harold Johnson, in an effort to reach the limit of possible performance of a 20-
inch telescope, has measured the light of a 20th magnitude star with it. And when 
this is possible, one seldom notes in the literature instances of 20-inch telesc~pes 
used for magnitudes fainter than fourteen. 

Let us examine the situation that prevails in spectroscopy. Coude high 
dispersion spectroscopy bas been essentially the privilege of those having access 
to large size telescopes. The limiting performance at 9AJmm with the 12-inch 
ap~rture grating of the coude of the 200-inch telescope is magnitude 12.0 for an 
all night exposure.. Hence, it should be possible to reach with an identical spe
ctrograph, atIeast magnitude 9.0 on the Rangapur instrument. If one takes into 
account the fact that with a ] 2-inch beam on the 48-inch in~trum~nt all the light 
will pass through the slit of the spectlOgraph, an additional gain is available which 
to retain the light gathering ratio, the 200-inch can perform only with a grating 
diameter four times its present facility. In fact the large camera of the 48-inch 
coude at the .Dominion Astrophysical Observatory can equal the 200-inch in limit
ing magnitude at the high dispersion end and even possibly do better. I can find 
no better support for my argument than this actual attainment in practice of what 
seems· a reasonable conjecture. It is no tribute to observatory planners of the 
past' that when the moderate aperture telescope can really make most useful con
tributions in coude. spectroscopy, and even has a distinot relative advantage over 
its larger counterpart, no efficient coude spectrograph exists on the smaller 
instruments, with the exception of the Victoria instrument. The detailed spec
troscopic an llysis of strars is a never ending source of basic information and 
constitutes a field where the moderate aperture instrument with efficient coude 
spectrograph can put in a fine performance. 

. Moderate to low dispersion spectroscopy with an efficient spectrograph 
and Jmage tube is a very fascinating prospect for the user of a moderate aperture 
telescope. One of the most efficiently used spectrographs on a medium size tele
scope is the nebular spectrograph on the Crossley reflector at Lick. With the 
advent of the easily available blazed grating and Schmidt camera, Cassegrain 
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spectroscopy at low dispenion has gained much in efficiency in recent years. rho 
use of an echelle at the Cassegrain and coude foci is a possibility packed with im
mense potential. 

For the study of faint objects, thel e is much potential untapped in the tech
nique of slitless spectroscopy. Its ad\-antages in g::llactic structure studies, as in 
the study of spiral structure, is obvious. Much can be done with it in the study 
of emission line objects at the limit of detection, and in the measurement of red 
shifts of objects like the quasi-stellar sources. 

One expects much that is new in the line of techniques and instrumentation, 
to originate from users of moderate aperture telescopes. The relatively low cost 
of operation of these telescopes makes them the most obvious ones to be used for 
tryi:lg out a new concept or method. In an experimental science where progress 
depends so much on the combination of brain and brawn, an alertness to 
harness the immediate assets of a progressive technology needs to be part of 
the repertoire of the user of a moderate instrument. The telescope only helps 
to bring light to a focus. The realization that what counts sUb.;equently is the 
effective use of the scarce stream of photons thus made available, sllOuld be 
foremost in the mind of the user of any astronomical telescope. 
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